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In an ideal world all equipment in a cleanroom should automatically record all process related data and save it 

centrally in a standardized way with easy access both for the users and staff. However, in reality every cleanroom 

facility has equipment of various ages, some without data logging capability or running on different computer 

platforms and operating systems delivering process data in various formats.  

A common solution it therefore to keep equipment logbooks in Excel sheets on a common network drive. This is in 

principle a very flexible solution because you can assign a column for each parameter you want to record, you can 

enter both numbers and text and it is relative easy to search, filter and do calculations on the data. 

At DTU Nanolab we used this method for many years. The system has, however, some shortcomings which with time 

became an annoyance to our cleanroom users and staff. To mention a few:  

 no automatic recording of user name with time and date stamp 

 users forget to record or save their entered data 

 users use different names for the same recipe/data 

 users may by mistake change calculations contained in the Excel sheet or delete data  

 users cannot simultaneously record data in the same sheet and if a user forget to close the sheet others are 

prevented to save new data  

 you cannot easily track a sample across different tools/logbooks 

We decided to incorporate a process data logging system in our existing LabManager equipment booking and usage 

software. The basic information about tool, username, date/time etc. for each usage is therefore already available 

and can be accessed in the database by referring to the unique usage ID.  

The designed system is configurable for each tool, can hold several lines of data for each usage and includes 

different types of data fields like numeric fields with units, time formatted fields (hh:mm:ss), selection lists, free text 

and calculated fields. The calculated fields can operate on data both from the present log line and from the previous, 

and can as an example be used as counters. The data fields may be programmed for automatic filling from measured 

data from the machine and can be used to calculate material cost based on the amount reported. 

An example showing log data from a sequence of process steps across different tools (resist spinning, exposure, 

development etc.) can be seen in the figure below. This is based on a simple search for a project. It can even be 

refined to specific samples by limiting the search in the tracking ID field to a certain sample name.  
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50-100 word summary:  

DTU Nanolab has designed and implemented a flexible process data logging system. It is easy configurable for each 

tool and has data fields of various types like numeric, text or selection lists for user input. Records of username and 

timestamp is automatically filled in and the log lines may include calculated fields. Search for data on each tool is 

possible and project or sample data may be tracked across the different tools used. 

 

 

 


